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Abstract. Workloads in logistics warehouses have been increasing to
meet growing demand, and a labor shortage has become a problem. Utilizing information of laborer locations leads to an increase in productivity. We propose an integrated positioning method using solar-powered
Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) beacons. They are easy to install and
maintenance-free since they can work without power sources. However,
their advertisement interval depends on illuminance and is unstable.
Moreover, there are many obstructions in warehouses, such as shelves
and products, which cause signal attenuation, interference, and packet
losses. We apply particle filters, map matching, and speed prediction
with a neural network model to improve robustness and accuracy. We
installed 97 beacons in a logistics warehouse. We evaluated the accuracy
and found that our method is more accurate than a baseline method.
Keywords: BLE · Indoor positioning · Logistics · Photovoltaics
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Introduction

In recent years, workloads in logistics warehouses have been increasing due to
growing demand for electronic commerce, and additionally, laborers there have
been aging. Consequently, a labor shortage in warehouses has become a significant problem. Collaborative work with robots and further improved efficiency
are required to solve this problem. Creating digital twins of warehouses is an effective means to implement them. It will enable robots and laborers to keep track
of each other consistently, which helps prevent accidents and improve efficiency
[4]. It will also allow to simulate workflow and review it quickly. Thus, we tackle
estimation of laborer locations in logistics warehouses, essential components of
the digital twins. We believe the insights gained through this research can be
helpful in other indoor environments such as factories and shopping centers.
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Positioning with Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) is inaccurate
in indoor warehouses. Although vision-based methods such as image recognition
and Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) can work, they require installing
many sensors and power supplies to cover the whole warehouse filled with shields
such as shelves. On the other hand, Pedestrian Dead Reckoning (PDR) is a
positioning method requiring no infrastructure; however, its errors accumulate
over time. It needs to correct accumulated errors by combining other absolute
positioning methods to continue positioning for a long duration. In addition, it is
difficult for most conventional PDR methods to recognize the practical motions
of various laborers in warehouses, such as squatting and climbing a ladder. Then,
we focused on trilateration with Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) beacons and PDR
with neural network models.
BLE is superior in power consumption and cost to other wireless technologies
such as Wi-Fi and Ultra Wide Band (UWB). We use solar-powered BLE beacons. They are easy to install and maintenance-free since they can work without
power sources or batteries. However, their advertisement interval depends on illuminance. We examined the relation between illuminance and their advertisement
interval and found it unstable. It is necessary to ensure adequate illuminance.
It is also necessary to estimate subject trajectory considering time sequence
because not all beacons advertise within a specific interval. Trilateration-based
methods are easy to operate because they do not require constant maintenance
of radio distribution maps, unlike fingerprinting. At the same time, it has a problem that is likely to be affected by signal attenuation. We also examined signal
attenuation in warehouse environments.
From the results of these examinations, we discussed appropriate beacon positions and installed 97 beacons in the warehouse. We propose an integrated
positioning method using solar-powered BLE beacons. Figure 1 is concept image of our method. We apply a particle-filter algorithm to improve robustness
against reception uncertainty and signal noises. We integrate map-matching to
consider the layout of shelves in warehouses. We also integrate speed prediction
with a neural network model to simulate subject speed. We evaluated positioning accuracy with data collected in the warehouse and found our method can
estimate position more accurately than a baseline method. In summary, our
contribution consists of the following points:

– Examined the relation between illuminance and advertisement interval of
solar-powered BLE beacons.
– Examined signal attenuation in a warehouse.
– Propose a new integrated indoor positioning method using solar-powered
BLE beacons.
– Installed beacons in the warehouse, evaluated accuracy with collected data,
and found our method is more accurate than a baseline method.
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Fig. 1. Concept image of our method.
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Related Work

Indoor localization with BLE has been well studied [1, 6, 13]. Most positioning
methods with BLE can be categorized into fingerprinting or trilateration-based
methods. Positioning by fingerprinting tends to be more accurate, but it requires
radio distribution maps to estimate locations. It is extremely time-consuming to
maintain radio distribution maps of the whole warehouse where the placement
of products frequently changes. Zhao et al. estimated forklift locations in warehouses by fingerprinting or simple trilateration with BLE beacons according
to the accuracy required in each warehouse [17]. However, they did not discuss improving the accuracy of trilateration much. Some previous research used
particle-filter to improve the robustness of trilateration [16]. Urano et al. used it
to estimate trajectories of visitors in an exhibition hall using BLE tags and tandem scanners [12]. Their approach may be effective also in warehouses because
these environments share a common characteristic of attenuating. There is no
research applying particle-filter to localization with solar-powered BLE beacons
to our best knowledge.
PDR is a relative positioning method that is feasible with only smartphones.
It is frequently combined with signal-based positioning methods to improve accuracy synergically [8, 11]. Ban et al. integrated magnetic field and Wi-Fi fingerprinting and PDR. [2]. Dinh et al. integrated fingerprinting with BLE beacons
and PDR [3]. However, most conventional PDR methods stand on impractical
premises, such as that subjects always walk forward with constant strides. It
is difficult for them to track laborers’ practical motions in warehouses. Then,
we focused on the data-driven approaches to improve robustness against such
complex motions and long-duration positioning. Herath et al. predicted subject
position and direction with neural network models based on ResNet, LSTM, and
TCN [5]. Kawaguchi et al. predicted subject speed with DualCNN-LSTM [7, 14,
15]. Modularized models can be incorporated into particle-filter.
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Problem Identification

Advertisement interval of solar-powered BLE beacons depends on illuminance.
Many obstructions such as shelves and products in warehouses cause signal attenuation, which declines the accuracy of trilateration. We conducted preliminary
experiments to clarify issues on localization with solar-powered BLE beacons in
warehouses. Section 3.1 describes the basic specifications of beacons and summarizes experimental results on the relation between illuminance and packet
reception interval. Section 3.2 discusses appropriate positions of beacons to ensure adequate illuminance. Section 3.3 summarizes examination results of signal
attenuation in warehouse environments and shows the arrangement of beacons
in this paper.
3.1

Specification and Performance of Beacons

Figure 2 shows a solar-powered BLE beacon (PulsarGum TM-010 made by Fujitsu) we adopted. Its size is 72 × 19 × 3 [mm] and its weight is about 3 [g]. It
conforms to Bluetooth 4.2 and iBeacon. Its transmission strength is fixed to 1
[mW] in this paper; on the other hand, its advertisement interval depends on
illuminance.

Fig. 2. Solar-powered BLE beacon (Pulsar- Fig. 3. Beacon set on the upper side of a
Gum TM-010 made by Fujitsu).
shelf.

We scanned its advertisement packets for 1 [min] at each illuminance of 300,
400, 500, 550, 600, 650, 700, 750, 800, 900, and 1000 [lx] to examine the relation
between illuminance and its advertisement interval. We conducted the scan in
a darkroom using variable-brightness LED lighting to suppress the influence of
ambient light. Table 1 shows the mode, median, and mean of packet reception
interval and the nominal advertisement interval at each illuminance. The nominal
advertisement interval at lower than 550 [lx] is not announced. Figure 4 indicates
the relation between illuminance and packet reception interval. Intervals were
found in about 0.5 [s] increments and were not stable. Most packets were received
at about 0.5 [s] intervals with an average of 0.77 ∼ 0.94 [s] intervals when
illuminance was 500 [lx] or higher. Several packets were received at 2.0 ∼ 4.5
[s] intervals in bad cases. Packet losses are unlikely to have caused most of the
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outliers because they shall occur equally. Intervals were widely distributed when
illuminance was lower than 500 [lx]. From these results, we placed beacons where
illuminance was 500 [lx] or higher as much as possible at installation.
Table 1. Mode, median, and mean of packet reception interval and nominal advertisement interval at each illuminance.
Illuminance [lx] Mode [s] Median [s] Mean [s] Nominal [s]
300
2.35
2.26
2.35
NaN
400
0.50
1.00
1.50
NaN
500
0.51
0.51
0.88
NaN
550
0.50
0.51
0.81
1.0
600
0.50
0.51
0.82
1.0
650
0.50
0.51
0.77
1.0
700
0.51
0.76
0.94
1.0
750
0.50
0.51
0.93
1.0
800
0.50
0.51
0.93
1.0
900
0.50
0.51
0.91
0.5
1000
0.50
0.51
0.82
0.5
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Fig. 4. Relation between illuminance and packet reception interval in 300 ∼ 1000 [lx].

3.2

Installation of Beacons

Solar-powered BLE beacons do not need power sources and are easy to set with
double-sided tapes. However, their positions have the following constraints since
they generate their power from light.
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– Close to lighting, with their solar panels directed at it.
– Hard for dust to accumulate.
– Unlikely to be covered by products.
The distance from lighting must be short, and their solar panels must face lighting direction to ensure adequate illuminance. Additionally, the location should
be hard to accumulate dust and unlikely to be covered by frequently changing
products to prevent light from being blocked. Considering these points, we set
them on the upper side of shelves and pillars where height is about 3 [m], as
shown in Fig. 3. We selected positions of beacons measuring illuminance every
time, mostly 500 ∼ 800 [lx].
3.3

Examination of Signal Attenuation

We iterated the following procedure in an area where the beacons had been
installed to examine how signals attenuate in warehouse environments.
1. Set a smartphone for scanning packets at a position 0.8 [m] high in the
middle of an aisle using a tripod, as shown in Fig. 5.
2. Scan packets for 30 [s].
We fixed the smartphone with a tripod to prevent the human body from shielding
signals. The height was set to 0.8 [m] to simulate subjects wearing the smartphone on their waist. We iterated this procedure for 69 manually selected points
shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 5. Smartphone fixed with a tripod.

Now, we divided relative positions of the scanning points to a reference beacon into 9 groups listed in Table 2 according to their aisles seen from it and
horizontal distances from it. We took statistics about the proportion of scanning
points that received packets from reference beacons more than 30 times (i.e.,
the average reception interval is shorter than 1 [s]) for 24 beacons, also shown
in Fig. 6. Packets were received at intervals of 1 [s] or shorter on most points
where 6.5 [m] or nearer in the same aisle (A, B) or 3.5 [m] or nearer in the next
aisle (D). On the other hand, packets were frequently lost in 2 aisles away (G,
H, I), seemingly due to signal attenuation.
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Fig. 6. Location of beacons and scanning points.
Table 2. Statistics about proportion of scanning points where the average reception
interval is shorter than 1 [s] in grouped relative positions.
Group symbol Aisle
Horizontal distance [m] Proportion of points [%]
A
same
0.5 ∼ 1.5
91.7 (22/24)
B
same
2.5 ∼ 6.5
96.9 (31/32)
C
same
6.5 ∼ 11.0
50.0 (8/16)
D
next
1.5 ∼ 3.5
87.0 (40/46)
E
next
3.5 ∼ 7.0
51.6 (32/62)
F
next
7.0 ∼ 11.5
3.3 (1/30)
G
2 aisles away 3.5 ∼ 5.0
21.4 (9/42)
H
2 aisles away 5.0 ∼ 8.0
10.7 (6/56)
I
2 aisles away 8.0 ∼ 12.0
0.0 (0/28)

The arrangement of beacons in areas expected to receive packets from 1 or
more beacons at intervals of 1 [s] or shorter stably should satisfy the following
requirements:
– Placed in every 3 or fewer aisles.
– Placed 6.5 × 2 = 13 [m] or less apart.
It is desirable to place beacons further denser because the information from at
least 3 beacons is necessary to estimate position by trilateration. Figure 7 shows
the arrangement of beacons in this paper. We installed 97 beacons. Since spaces
between lighting and their brightness are uneven, spaces between beacons are
also uneven.
We confirmed the following issues by preliminary experiments in Sects. 3.1
and 3.3. We propose a method to address these issues in Chap. 4.
– The advertisement interval of solar-powered BLE beacons is unstable.
– Signals attenuate, and packet losses frequently occur in warehouse environments.
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Fig. 7. Arrangement of beacons.

4

Methodology

Trilateration-based methods estimate subject locations by the relation between
distance and Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI). However, this relation changes depending on the time and place due to signal interference and
attenuation. Moreover, we can not always expect packets because the advertisement interval of solar-powered BLE beacons is unstable, and packet losses frequently occur. We propose a new indoor positioning method integrating particlefilter, map-matching, and speed prediction. Section 4.1 gives an overview of our
method. Section 4.2 explains our implementation of particle-filter. Section 4.3
explains how to create an aisles network and incorporate map-matching. Section
4.4 introduces the neural network model for speed prediction and explains how
to incorporate it.
4.1

Overview

We apply the particle-filter algorithm to improve robustness against reception
uncertainty, signal attenuation, and interference. We incorporate map-matching
into calculating particles’ likelihoods to consider the layout of aisles and obstructions. We also incorporate speed prediction with a neural network model
to simulate subject speed instead of a random walk. Figure 8 shows data flow in
our method. This method needs the following inputs:
– List of maximum RSSI (r0,t , r1,t , . . .) received in a window t − W ∼ t [s].
– Coordinates of beacons.
– Aisles network.
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– Acceleration and angular velocity in a window t − W ∼ t [s] resampled at
100 [Hz].
Particle-filter uses a list of RSSI and coordinates of beacons at likelihoods calculation. Aisles network is also necessary for likelihoods calculation after applying
map-matching. Acceleration and angular velocity are used in speed prediction.

Position

Angular velocity

Particles

Position

Speed
Walk

Acceleration

DualCNN-LSTM

Smartphone

RSSI

Particles

Localization

Aisles network

Resampling

Likelihoods calculation

Map

Beacons coordinates

Particles

Particles

Fig. 8. Data flow in our method.

4.2

Particle-Filter

Particle-filter can improve robustness by stochastic and time-sequential estimation. Urano et al. used it to estimate trajectories of visitors in an exhibition
hall using BLE tags and tandem scanners [12]. We extend their implementation.
Subject location is estimated by following steps in our method.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Specify the initial location and direction of particles.
Move the particles.
Calculate the likelihood of each particle.
Resample the particles.
Estimate subject location according to likelihoods.
Repeat steps from 2 onward.

Step 1 specifies the initial location and direction of particles as subject location and direction. The number of particles Np is 128 in this paper. The
computational complexity of particle-filter follows order O(Np ).
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Step 2 moves the particles randomly. Equations 1, 2, and 3 give the location
(xtp , ypt ) [m] and direction θpt [°] of a particle p after a random walk at time t [s].
Smax [m] is a parameter of maximum particle stride. α and β follow the uniform
distribution and normal distribution, respectively. Particles are likely to move
in around the last time direction.
xtp = xt−1
+ α Smax cos θpt−1
p

(1)

ypt = ypt−1 + α Smax sin θpt−1
θpt = (θpt−1 + 20 β) mod 360

(2)
(3)

α ∼ U (0, 1)
β ∼ N (0, 1)
Step 3 calculates the likelihoods from 2 weights: distance gap weights and
signal strength weights. Distance gap weight indicates how much the distance
between a particle and a reference beacon matches with the distance–RSSI relation. Horizontal distance db,t
est [m] between the particle p and a reference beacon
b is estimated by Eq. 4 derived from Friis transmission formula. rb,t [dBm] represents the maximum RSSI of packets from the beacon b in the window t − W ∼ t
[s]. We use the maximum RSSI because high-RSSI data tends to be reliable. Catt
is a parameter of attenuation constant. We use −80 [dBm] as RSSI at 1 [m] far
from beacons. We obtained this value by measuring RSSI at a distance of 1 [m]
with a smartphone in a trouser pocket and taking an average. We set the vertical
distance to 2 [m].
q
r b,t +80

(10− 10 Catt )2 − 22 if rb,t ≤ −10 log 2 Catt − 80
db,t
=
(4)
est

0
if rb,t > −10 log 2 Catt − 80
Equation 5 calculates the actual distance db,t
true [m] between the particle p and
the beacon b whose location is (xb , yb ).
q
db,t
(xb − xtp )2 + (yb − ypt )2
(5)
true =
b,t
The distance gap weight wgap
is given by a probability density function P . This
function follows the normal distribution whose standard deviation is σgap [m].
The closer the estimated distance and the actual one are, the more this weight
increases.
b,t
b,t
wgap
= P (db,t
true − dest )

(6)

P ∼ N (0, σgap )
Signal strength weight indicates how large the RSSI of packets from a reference
b,t
beacon is. Equation 7 gives the signal strength weight wstr
. This weight is smaller
when RSSI is less and takes 0 if it is −100 [dBm] or less.
b,t
wstr
=

100 + max(rb,t , −100)
10

(7)
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b,t
The total weight wtotal
is given by the product of these two weights if received
any packets whose RSSI is more than −100 [dBm] from the beacon b in the
b,t
window t − W ∼ t [s]. On the other hand, the weight wtotal
is given by the
function P if not received. The nearer the particle and the beacon, despite not
receiving, the more this weight decreases. Parameter Cneg ≥ 0 indicates how
much to emphasize receiving no packet.
( b,t b,t
wgap wstr
if received
b,t
wtotal =
(8)
b,t
−Cneg P (dtrue ) if not received

The likelihood lpt of the particle p is given by summing the total weights for all
beacons.
X b,t
lpt =
wtotal
(9)
b

Step 4 resamples positive-likelihood particles by picking equidistant points
on the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of their likelihoods. The total
numbers of particles before and after the resampling are the same. If there is
no positive-likelihood particle (i.e., received no packet whose RSSI is over −100
[dBm] in the window t − W ∼ t [s]), reinitialize all particles randomly. We
reinitialize them on aisles in a 30×30 [m] square centered on the subject position
estimated last time.
Step 5 estimates subject location in either of the following 2 strategies.
1. The weighted mean location of the particles’ likelihoods.
2. The location of the likeliest particle.
The subject location (xts , yst ) is given by Eqs. 10 and 11 in strategy 1.
P t t
p lp xp
t
xs = P t
p lp
P t t
p lp yp
yst = P t
p lp

(10)
(11)

On the other hand, it is given by Eqs. 12 and 13 in strategy 2.
xts = {xtp | lpt = max(l0t , l1t , . . .)}

(12)

yst

(13)

=

{ypt

|

lpt

=

max(l0t , l1t , . . .)}

Step 6 updates time t [s] and repeat steps from 2 onward. The stride of the
sliding window is 1 [s] (i.e., the estimation frequency is 1 [Hz]) in this paper.
4.3

Map-Matching

There are many shelves in warehouses. Distances between aisles are about 2
[m] in our environment. We apply the map-matching algorithm to consider the
layout of shelves and obstructions. At first, we create an aisles network by the
following steps.
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1. Set nodes on a map.
2. Draw a line segment between every pairs of nodes. Link the nodes if the
length of the segment is 6 [m] or shorter and there is no obstacle on the
segment. Set the link’s cost as the length of the segment.
3. Link nodes if the summation of the cost is 6 [m] or lower. Set the link’s cost
as the minimum summation of the cost.
Step 1 sets nodes on a map. Setting many nodes may improve precision but
increases computational complexity. Step 2 links pairs of adjacent nodes with a
distance of 6 [m] or shorter. We check whether there are any obstacles on the
line segment between the nodes referring to pixel values on the map image. The
link’s cost is the direct distance between the nodes. Step 3 recursively searches
pairs of nodes that can reach for 6 [m] or lower cost and links them. The link’s
cost is the minimum summation of the cost if the nodes can be connected by
multiple paths. Then, we create a lookup table of the links in advance to reduce
computational complexity at execution of the positioning. The maximum cost
of links should be higher than the interval of nodes. We set the maximum cost
of links to 6 [m]. Particles move more freely when the maximum cost is higher.
Figure 9 shows nodes and links created in this paper.
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Fig. 9. Aisles network.

We introduce map matching weight to incorporate map-matching into likelihoods calculation at step 3 in particle-filter. The map matching weight indicates
how much accessible the particle location is from the subject location estimated
t
last time. Equation 14 gives the map matching weight wmatch
of the particle p at
time t [s]. fn is a function to return a node nearest to a given coordinate. fl is a
function to return a list of nodes linked with a given node. This weight is halved
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if the nearest node of the particle and the nearest node of the last-estimated
subject location are not linked. We do not cut off this weight even if the nearest
nodes are not linked so that the particle is less likely to be stuck in the wrong
location where the likelihood takes local maximum.
(
1
if fn (xtp , ypt ) in fl (fn (xst−1 , yst−1 ))
t
wmatch =
(14)
t−1
0.5 if fn (xtp , ypt ) not in fl (fn (xt−1
s , ys ))
The likelihood lpt of the particle p after applying map-matching is given by
t
multiplying the map matching weight wmatch
.
X b,t
t
lpt = wmatch
wtotal
(15)
b

4.4

Speed Prediction

Most conventional PDR can be categorized into the strap-down algorithm and
the step-and-heading approach. It is difficult for them to track the practical motions of various laborers for a long duration. Kawaguchi et al. predicted subject
speed using the DualCNN-LSTM model [7, 14, 15]. We divert their model to our
method. See their paper for model details. We predict subject speed with model
trained in advance and use it instead of the random walk at step 2 in particlefilter. Equations 16 and 17 gives the location (xtp , ypt ) [m] of the particle p at
time t [s] after applying speed prediction. v t [m/s] is predicted speed. γ follows
the normal distribution whose standard deviation is σs [m].
xtp = xt−1
+ (v t + γ) cos θpt−1
p

(16)

ypt

(17)

=

ypt−1

t

+ (v + γ)

sin θpt−1

γ ∼ N (0, σs )

5

Evaluation

We performed a simple baseline and our method with log data collected in
the warehouse and evaluated accuracy. Section 5.1 describes how we collected
log data. Section 5.2 explains the metrics we used for evaluation. Section 5.3
introduces a baseline method and summarizes evaluation results of it. Section 5.4
shows optimized parameters and summarizes evaluation results of our method.
5.1

Data Collection

We collected logs including the following elements:
– RSSI.
– Sensor data of accelerometer and gyroscope.
– Ground truth of subject location.
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We used smartphones (TONE e21 made by TONE, Android 10) to collect logs
of RSSI and inertial sensor data. Although Micro Electro Mechanical Systems
(MEMS) sensors in smartphones have errors, it is reasonable to use them because
they can be integrated with other functions such as handy terminals in the future
[10]. We logged data walking around the floor with smartphones in trousers
pockets. Then, we plotted the ground truth of subject trajectory from videos
recorded by another smartphone’s camera. We used data of over 10 [min] and
800 [m] for evaluation.
5.2

Metrics

We used the following metrics to evaluate accuracy.
– Circular Error 95 (CE95)
– Circular Error 90 (CE90)
– Circular Error Probable (CEP)
CEP is widely accepted metrics in positioning research. CE95 and CE90 are
sometimes used to evaluate error distribution in more detail [9]. These metrics
are calculated by the CDF of error between estimated locations and ground
truth. CE95, CE90, and CEP correspond to errors when the CDF takes 0.95, 0.9,
and 0.5, respectively. For example, CEP indicates the radius of a circle centered
on ground truth, including estimated subject positions with a probability of 50
[%] (i.e. the median error).
5.3

Result of Baseline Method

The baseline method estimates subject position as the the beacon’s location that
RSSI of packets from is highest in a window. The estimation frequency is 1 [Hz].
We interpolated estimated trajectories linearly while no packet with RSSI over
−100 [dBm] was received in the window. Table 3 shows a optimized parameter
in the baseline method. We compared accuracy changing window size W for 2,
3, 4, 5, and 6 [s]. It was highest when window size W is 2 [s]. Table 5 shows
CE95, CE90, and CEP at that time. Figure 10 shows error CDF.
Table 3. Optimized parameter in baseline method.
Parameter
Candidates Optimum
Window size W [s] 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 2

5.4

Result of Proposed Method

Then, we evaluated the accuracy of our method. The number of particles Np is
128. The estimation frequency is 1 [Hz], the same as the baseline method. We
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interpolated estimated trajectories linearly while no packet with RSSI over −100
[dBm] was received in the window as well.
At first, we evaluated plain particle-filter to know the effect of map-matching
and speed prediction. Table 4 shows parameters in our method with that the accuracy tended to be higher. We provide multiple optimums for some parameters
because accuracy fluctuates due to stochastic estimation and changes depending
on the combination of the parameters. We run positioning 5 times with the parameters (Catt , σgap , Smax , Cneg , W ) = (5, 3, 2, 0, 2) and the strategy estimating
subject position as the weighted mean location of the particles’ likelihoods. Table 5 shows the mean of CE95, CE90, and CEP at that time. Figure 10 shows
the mean error CDF.
Next, we evaluated our methods after applying map-matching and speed
prediction. We run positioning 5 times for each case as well. The maximum cost
of links in map-matching is 6 [m]. Particle stride standard deviation in speed
prediction σs is 0.4 [m]. Other parameters are the same as plain particle-filter.
Table 5 shows the mean of CE95, CE90, and CEP at that time. We underlined
the highest score for each metrics. Our methods had higher scores than the
baseline method in all metrics. Map-matching improved CE95 and CEP. Speed
prediction improved CE95 and CE90. Figure 10 shows the mean error CDF.
Figure 11 shows sequential error of positioning with the baseline method and
our method applied both map-matching and speed prediction. The shaded range,
which occupies 18.4 [%] of total time, indicates that received no packet with RSSI
over −100 [dBm]. Figure 12 shows the estimated trajectory of the same trial as
Fig. 11 and ground truth. Figure 13 shows speed and movement length predicted
by DualCNN-LSTM. The mean of predicted speed was 1.09 [m/s] while ground
truth was 1.28 [m/s].
Table 4. Optimized parameters in proposed method.
Parameter
Attenuation constant Catt
Distance gap standard deviation σgap [m]
Maximum particle stride Smax [m]
Negative weight coefficient Cneg
Position estimation strategy
Window size W [s]
Particle stride standard deviation σs [m]

6

Candidates
2, 3, 4, 5, 6
1, 2, 3, 4, 5
1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3
0, 0.02, 0.04, 0.06, 0.08, 0.1
weighted mean, likeliest particle
2, 3, 4, 5, 6
0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1

Optimums
5, 6
3, 4
1.5, 2
0
weighted mean
2
0.4

Discussion

We discuss optimized parameters in Sect. 6.1, compare the baseline method and
our method in Sect. 6.2, and discuss effect of applying map-matching and speed
prediction to particle-filter in Sect. 6.3 based on the result of Chap. 5. We also
discuss future perspectives.
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Table 5. CE95, CE90, and CEP of baseline method, plain particle-filter, mapmatching-applied, speed-prediction-applied, and both-applied.
Method
Baseline
Plain
Map-matching-applied
Speed-prediction-applied
Both-applied

CE95 [m] CE90 [m] CEP [m]
7.52
6.24
3.07
6.71
5.57
2.80
6.68
5.71
2.71
6.62
5.46
2.81
6.65
5.59
2.79

100

CDF [%]

80
60
40

Baseline method
Plain particle-filter
Map-matching-applied
Speed-prediction-applied
Both-applied

20
0

0

2

4

Error [m]

6

8

10

Fig. 10. Error CDF of baseline method and mean error CDF of plain particle-filter,
map-matching-applied, speed-prediction-applied, and both-applied.

6.1

Optimized Parameters

The attenuation constant is 2 in the ideal environment and over 2 in the attenuating environment. In this paper, the accuracy was higher when attenuation
constant Catt was set to 5 or 6. This result confirms that logistics warehouses
are attenuating environments. However, the actual attenuation constant should
differ depending on whether the location is Line-of-Sight (LOS) or No-Line-ofSight (NLOS). We can see the estimated locations concentrated in the same aisle
as beacons from Fig. 12. It seems that the parameter attenuation constant Catt
was too optimized for this method and larger than the actual. It is necessary
to correct the distance–RSSI relation according to whether LOS or NLOS for
further accuracy improvement.
The accuracy was highest when negative weight coefficient Cneg was 0. Accordingly, we can see that the accuracy improves by not caring about receiving
no packet from a beacon even if it is near from estimated subject location. It is
natural considering that the advertisement interval is unstable and packets are
often lost due to signal attenuation.
The baseline and our methods use maximum RSSI in a window to estimate
subject position. They can refer to only recent packets when the window is short.
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Fig. 11. Sequential errors of baseline method and proposed method applied both mapmatching and speed prediction.

At the same time, the shorter the window size is the more likely that no packet
is received in the window, which may lead to accuracy decline. In this paper,
the positioning accuracy was highest when the window size W was shortest
in both the baseline and our methods. However, accuracy with long windows
might improve if subjects move more slowly. We plan to change window size
dynamically according to predicted subject speed for future work.
6.2

Comparison of Baseline Method and Proposed Method

Our methods had higher scores than the baseline method in all metrics. As shown
in Fig. 11, error in our method tended not to fluctuate sharply compared with the
baseline method, seemingly due to its stochastic and time-sequential estimation.
However, there were some sudden increases also in our method. We can find them
particularly at the beginning of the no-packet duration, for example, around 1
and 7 [min]. It seems that our method could not track subject position at those
times because they had no information except RSSI of old packets. Weighting
RSSI information by how recent it is might prevent getting stuck in the wrong
location. We also plan to predict not only speed but also direction and integrate
them with particle-filter to reinforce information.
6.3

Effect of Map-Matching and Speed Prediction

Map-matching improved CE95 and CEP. We conclude that map-matching can
prevent obvious outliers and faithfully track subject trajectories on a local scale.
On the other hand, CE90 declined after applying map-matching, probably because it interfered with returning to the correct position on the contrary.
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Fig. 12. Trajectory estimated with proposed method applied both map-matching and
speed prediction and ground truth.

Speed prediction improved CE95 and CE90; however, CEP declined slightly
instead. This experiment was not advantageous for speed prediction because subjects walked consistently. We think about testing our method with data including
stays at specific points to simulate laborers’ picking.
Accuracy of positioning with our method after applying both map-matching
and speed prediction was approximately middle of map-matching-applied and
speed-prediction-applied.

7

Conclusion

In this paper, we examined the relation between illuminance and advertisement
interval of solar-powered BLE beacons and found it unstable. We discussed appropriate positions of beacons to ensure adequate illuminance. We also examined
signal attenuation in warehouse environments and saw packet losses frequently
occur beyond shelves. Then, we proposed a new indoor positioning method integrating particle-filter, map-matching, and speed prediction with DualCNNLSTM. We evaluated accuracy with data collected in the warehouse and found
our method had higher scores in all 3 metrics than a baseline method. We also
defined some remaining issues and discussed future perspectives.
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